T H E Z E R O FO OT P R I N T N C I C ACC E S S S O LU T I O N

eAgent is the most innovative
browser-based, full-access NCIC solution
“Browser-based” and “zero footprint” simply mean that eAgent 2.0 runs in any modern web
browser - no installation necessary. eAgent 2.0 was designed to have the look and feel of an
email inbox, neatly displaying all transactions in a customizable workspace. This solution
provides full-access to all NCIC forms and message keys available in your state, neatly
packaged into a cutting edge, evolved solution that is optimized for 24x7 dispatchers.

We design for you
After 20+ years of supporting eAgent solutions, we have developed
one of the largest networks of NCIC users in the nation. This has
helped us create the most user-inspired NCIC solution to ever hit
the market. We developed it with your feedback every step of the
way. eAgent 2.0 is designed so you'll feel like you've been using it
for years, whether you're an experienced TAC or new to dispatching.

Savvy new features you will love

Smart Message

Message detail

Quickly run queries on people, vehicles, guns,

Smart message runs multiple message keys at

vins, and more through ourvSmart Message.

once and responses can be easily collapsed and

Predictive query technology makes submitting

expanded. Any matches are highlighted for

transactions fast and easy.

easy visibility.

VINassist

YQ/YR hit confirmation workflow

Forms integrate with VINassist for vehicle entries,

Hit notifications will appear to all users logged

so vehicle information can be automatically

into eAgent. If left unanswered a secondary

populated into the form with a VIN.

reminder will be sent.

Message keys

Return

All forms and message keys available in your

Returns are easy to read with our inbox format

state exist in eAgent 2.0 and searching for what

and all transactions are bundled together with

you need is quick and simple.

the number of responses highlighted.
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